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The first three chapters in this book—Animal Dangers, Natural Dangers, and Human Hazards—describe what to do in a total of 24 specific emergencies. The fourth chapter, Basic Survival Skills, has 14 important tips on emergency preparedness and survival skills. Each crisis is summarized on a double-page spread with 1-2-3 what-to-do checklists, "Fast Facts", "Life Savers", "Did You Know", and "If You" sidebars, and margin notes. The book's eye-catching design features brilliant full-bleed color and dynamic action photographs. The life-threatening scenarios include:

Animal Dangers  What to do if you are bitten by a snake  How to escape from a bear  What to do if you are chased by bees  Natural Dangers  How to survive a hurricane  How to avoid being struck by lightning  What to do if you are caught in a flood  Human Hazards  How to escape from water in a car  How to escape from a burning building  How to avoid being crushed in a crowd  The Survival Skills include:  Planning a trip  Using a penknife  Finding food  Making a shelter  Making a fire  Tying knots.  Children like to feel in control. Knowing what to do in the case of an emergency increases the chance of survival and it also reduces fear. Even if readers never venture beyond the front door, they will enjoy Ultimate Survival Guide for Kids.
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Customer Reviews

Rob Colson is an author and editor of a wide range of books for children and adults. Previous titles
Introduction  Hopefully, you will never face any of the extreme dangers described in the first part of this book. But if you do, here are some ideas about the best way to survive. In the final chapter, you'll find practical advice for situations you could face when you set off on your adventures.

Both my 7-year-old and 10-year-old boys love this book! It has great tips and illustrations that keep kids interested and is easy for them to understand.

Got this for my grandson and he went through the entire book the first day, then started over the second day. He loves it! the only problem is there is not enough info to satisfy him, the book needs to have more pages. But I highly recommend this book to anyone that has a young boy or girl.

informative, some information not in other books - good info getting kids started learning the right way.

Bought to use with my young grand children and found they were not interested in the material.

Pretty cool I bought it for my 11 year old who just needed a little something extra for Christmas time. Colorful pages- things like how to start s fire with sticks/ fight off shark/ spider bites/ mud slides etc..

Has some silly entry’s but is useful. Thanks

Got this for my son to read while on our camping trip, he likes the large colorful pictures with the fun facts

My boys didn’t like as much as I thought they would.
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